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Lisa Johnson, left, a plaintiff
in a suit over being ejected
from the Napa Valley Wine
Train, attends a press
conference in San Francisco.

Deal
in Napa
wine
train suit

Final reunification
plan heads to council

Settlement details in
$11M discrimination
case remain confidential
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Eleven women who were
kicked off the Napa Valley Wine
Train in August — prompting
the hashtag #Laughingwhileblack — have agreed to settle
their racial discrimination lawsuit with the hospitality company, their attorney said Monday.
The details of the settlement
remain confidential, said attorney Waukeen McCoy of San
Francisco, who represents the
10 black women and one white
woman who brought the lawsuit. The wine train’s owners
still must agree to the settlement’s terms, he said.
“Hopefully this was a learning experience for a lot of businesses,” McCoy said.
The women’s treatment, he
said, showed that many companies need to give their employees diversity and sensitivity
training.
In October, the women, most
of them members of an East Bay
book club called Sistahs on the
Reading Edge, filed an $11 million federal lawsuit claiming
discrimination and defamation
after they were escorted off the
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Immigration
plan seems
to divide
high court

KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

NEW DESIGN HEADS TO COUNCIL: The final design for the reunification of Old Courthouse Square seeks to enhance the view of the historic Empire Building.
The public will be given the chance to see the latest iteration of the nearly $10 million project tonight at the Santa Rosa City Council meeting.

Latest design features fewer trees, relocation of Asawa fountain
FINAL DESIGN FOR SQUARE REUNIFICATION

By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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he final design for the soon-to-be reunified Old Courthouse Square project
heads to the City Council for its blessing
tonight, the last public meeting scheduled before construction of the nearly $10 million project gets underway next month.
The meeting will be the first opportunity
for the public to see the latest iteration of the
reunification plan, which now features fewer
trees, a new location for a rebuilt Ruth Asawa
fountain, and better visibility of the historic
Empire Building.
It also will be the first meeting since the city
awarded a $7.1 million construction contract
for the project. That figure is significantly below original estimates and one that makes it
more likely the project will come in under its
$10 million price tag.
“I’m proud of our team and really excited to
be at this point, because it feels like we’re finally about to reunify the square,” said Curt Nichols, a partner at Santa Rosa engineering firm
Carlile-Macy, which is designing the project.

By ADAM LIPTAK
AND MICHAEL D. SHEAR

■ Fewer
trees, 87 total
includes shade
and decorative
■ Relocation for
Ruth Asawa
fountain near
Third Street,
bottom center.
■ Improved visibility of historic
Empire Building

PUBLIC
MEETING
The last public
meeting for
$10 million project.
When: 5 p.m.
Where: Santa
Rosa City Hall, 100
Santa Rosa Ave.
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NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court on Monday
seemed sharply divided during
an extended argument over a
challenge to President Barack
Obama’s plan that would shield
millions of undocumented immigrants from deportation and
allow them to work in the country legally.
A 4-4 deadlock seemed a real
possibility, one that would leave
in place an appeals court ruling
that blocks the plan and deny
Obama the chance to revive it
while he remains in office. A
tie vote would set no Supreme
Court precedent and therefore
would allow a renewed challenge to the plan once the court
is back at full strength.
Chief Justice John Roberts’
questions were deeply skeptical of the administration’s position. They appeared to signal
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Clinton, Trump seeking to quiet critics
Front-runners push for big
wins in today’s NY primaries,
as Cruz looks to Maryland
By JULIE PACE AND JONATHAN LEMIRE
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SETH WENIG / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Hillary Clinton, center, waves to the crowd with
former Arizona Rep. Gabby Giffords, right, and the first
lady of New York City Chirlane McCray, left, during a
Women for Hillary event Monday in New York.
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NEW YORK — From a car wash in
Queens to a hockey arena in Buffalo,
both parties’ presidential candidates
spread out across New York Monday in
a final quest for votes, a surreal scene for
a state that hasn’t experienced contested
White House primaries in decades.
For Democrat Hillary Clinton and
Republican Donald Trump, victories in
New York today could help quiet critics
who have questioned their strength as
front-runners. Each has suffered losses

GUERNEVILLE CLINIC TORN DOWN: Russian
River Health Center, charred by a fire in
December, was demolished Monday / A3

in recent contests that emboldened their
rivals, though they still lead in delegate
counts and are favored in New York.
Clinton, who represented the state as
a senator for eight years, spent the final
hours of campaigning trying to drive
up turnout among women and minorities, her most ardent supporters. Since
Sunday, she’s danced to Latin music at
a Brooklyn block party, vowed to defend
abortion rights to female supporters
in Manhattan, prayed at black church
in Westchester, drunk a bubble tea at a
dumpling shop in Flushing and cheered
newly unionized workers in Queens.
“We’re not taking anything for granted,” she said Monday after greeting
workers at the Hi-Tek Car Wash & Lube
in Queens. “Tell your friends and your
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